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Everything Your Small Business Needs to Succeed | Connecteam
Connecteam is an award-winning all-in-one employee management solution for daily operations, communications, and human resource management.









Easily engage and manage non-desk employees with Connecteam’s mobile-first platform that helps improve communication, enhance daily processes and increase productivity with custom checklists, forms, and reports.
Schedule shifts and track accurate work hours with Connecteam’s automated GPS time clock and easily export approved timesheets to payroll. Connecteam helps you keep your employees sharp thanks to knowledge base centers and advanced training courses. Raise morale with employee recognition rewards and keep the entire company updated through the main news feed.











Learn More



	








HRSoft Compensation - Human Resources Software
HRSoft is the only unified, purpose-built SaaS platform designed to transform your complex HR processes into seamless digital ones









Manage your enterprise’s compensation lifecycle and accurately recognize top performers with a digitized, integrated system. Keep employees invested and your HR team in control while preventing compensation chaos.











Learn More
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AutoClicker


A full-fledged autoclicker with two modes of autoclicking







A full-fledged autoclicker with two modes of autoclicking, at your dynamic cursor location or at a prespecified location. The maximum amounts of clicked can also be set (or left as infinite).
Hotkeys work in the background for convenience.
If you want to automate group of mouse actions, Please try this https://sourceforge.net/projects/orphamielautoclicker/files/AutoClickers.exe/download
Whats new in v1.0.0.2:
1. You can now change your hotkeys!
2. Changed the about page
3. Added a few minor options
v1.0.0.1 :
1. Your settings are now saved from your last session so you only need to enter them once. (Includes last fixed location)
2. Added double clicking and triple clicking
3. Added Right clicking and middle clicking
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Last Update:
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TurboVNC


High-speed, 3D-friendly, TightVNC-compatible remote desktop software







TurboVNC is a high-performance, enterprise-quality version of VNC based on TightVNC, TigerVNC, and X.org. It contains a variant of Tight encoding that is tuned for maximum performance and compression with 3D applications (VirtualGL), video, and other image-intensive workloads. TurboVNC, in combination with VirtualGL, provides a complete solution for remotely displaying 3D applications with interactive performance. TurboVNC's high-speed encoding methods have been adopted by TigerVNC and libvncserver, and TurboVNC is also compatible with any other TightVNC derivative.
TurboVNC forked from TightVNC in 2004 and still covers all of the TightVNC 1.3.x features, but TurboVNC contains numerous feature enhancements and bug fixes relative to TightVNC, and it compresses 3D and video workloads much better than TightVNC while using generally only 5-20% of the CPU time of the latter. Using non-default settings, TurboVNC can also be made to compress 2D workloads as "tightly" as TightVNC.
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307,221 This Week



Last Update:
2024-01-13
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Scrollout F1


An easy-to-use anti-spam email gateway







• Designed for Linux and Windows email system administrators, Scrollout F1 is an easy to use, already adjusted email firewall (gateway) offering free anti-spam and anti-virus protection aiming to secure existing email servers, old or new, such as Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Domino, Postfix, Exim, Sendmail, Qmail and others.
• Built-in multilayer security levels make configuration effort equal to a car radio.
• It combines simplicity with effective protection using powerful open source with additional set of rules & filters.
• Available as 64bit:
- ISO image (Internet connection required during installation)
- install from scratch (Internet connection required during installation).
• Minimum Requirements (for 5,000 messages/day):
1 GB of RAM
30 GB storage drive
1 Processor x86/AMD64
1 Ethernet x 1 IPv4 address
UDP ports: 53 123 4500 6277 24441
TCP ports: 25 80 443 2703



































84 Reviews




Downloads:
171,837 This Week



Last Update:
2018-04-08
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CrystalDiskInfo


A HDD/SSD utility software







A HDD/SSD utility software which supports a part of USB, RAID and NVMe.
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Downloads:
231,779 This Week



Last Update:
2024-02-16


See Project





	








Cybersecurity Management Software for MSPs
Secure your clients from cyber threats.









Define and Deliver Comprehensive Cybersecurity Services. Security threats continue to grow, and your clients are most likely at risk. Small- to medium-sized businesses (SMBs) are targeted by 64% of all cyberattacks, and 62% of them admit lacking in-house expertise to deal with security issues. Now technology solution providers (TSPs) are a prime target. Enter ConnectWise Cybersecurity Management (formerly ConnectWise Fortify) — the advanced cybersecurity solution you need to deliver the managed detection and response protection your clients require. Whether you’re talking to prospects or clients, we provide you with the right insights and data to support your cybersecurity conversation. From client-facing reports to technical guidance, we reduce the noise by guiding you through what’s really needed to demonstrate the value of enhanced strategy.











Learn More
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ScpToolkit


Windows Driver/XInput Wrapper- Sony DualShock Controllers (Deprecated)







*ScpToolkit has been deprecated and is no longer maintained.*
ScpToolkit is a free Windows Driver and XInput Wrapper for Sony DualShock 3/4 Controllers. Installation is fairly simple and straightforward, but does require a few things: Microsoft Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10 x86 or amd64, Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5, Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable Package, Microsoft Visual C++ 2013 Runtime, DirectX Runtime, Xbox 360 Controller driver (already integrated in Windows 8.x or greater), at least one supported Sony DualShock 3/4 controller and Administrator rights during driver setup.
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7,841 This Week



Last Update:
2021-01-22
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antimicro


Graphical program to map keyboard and mouse controls to a gamepad







antimicro is a graphical program used to map keyboard keys and mouse controls to a gamepad. It's useful for using a gamepad on PC games that do not have any form of built-in gamepad support. This program can also be used to control any desktop application with a gamepad. On Linux, this means that your system has to be running an X environment in order to run this program.
This program currently works with various Linux distributions, Windows (Vista and later), and FreeBSD, but with limited support for FreeBSD and Windows XP.
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Downloads:
5,831 This Week



Last Update:
2022-12-02
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Ubuntuzilla: Mozilla Software Installer


APT repository for Mozilla software releases







An APT repository hosting the Mozilla builds of the latest official releases of Firefox, Thunderbird, and Seamonkey. Do not manually download the files - read the wiki, https://sourceforge.net/p/ubuntuzilla/wiki/ for instructions on using the repository.
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Last Update:
4 hours ago
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Ventoy


A New Bootable USB Solution







Ventoy is an open source tool to create bootable USB drive for ISO/WIM/IMG/VHD(x)/EFI files.
With Ventoy, you don't need to format the disk over and over, you just need to copy the ISO/WIM/IMG/VHD(x)/EFI files to the USB drive and boot them directly.
You can copy many files at a time and Ventoy will give you a boot menu to select them.
You can also browse ISO/WIM/IMG/VHD(x)/EFI files in local disks and boot them.
x86 Legacy BIOS, IA32 UEFI, x86_64 UEFI, ARM64 UEFI and MIPS64EL UEFI are supported in the same way.
Most types of OS supported (Windows/WinPE/Linux/ChromeOS/Unix/VMware/Xen...)
1100+ ISO files are tested, 90%+ distros in distrowatch.com supported.
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Last Update:
2024-01-24
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Info-ZIP project






Info-ZIP portable compression/archiver utilities (Zip, UnZip, WiZ, etc.)
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Downloads:
90,255 This Week



Last Update:
2021-04-08
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The future of PSA-RMM software for MSPs
Still using outdated MSP tools? Time to move on









SuperOps.ai is the only PSA-RMM platform powered by intelligent automation and thoughtfully crafted for the new-age MSP. The platform also helps MSPs manage their projects, clients, and IT documents from a single place.











Learn More
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GrandPerspective


Graphically shows disk usage for Macs







GrandPerspective is a utility application for macOS that graphically displays the disk usage of your file system. It can help you to manage your disk, as you can easily spot which files and folders take up the most space.
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Downloads:
79,090 This Week



Last Update:
2024-01-21
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PINN


PINN is an enhancement of NOOBS







PINN is an enhancement of NOOBS for the Raspberry Pi.
It allows the installation of MULTIPLE OSes on the same SD/HDD/SSD device with an OS chooser when booting.
Built-in Admin tools allow you to backup & restore your OSes and fix OS problems by including basic disk checking, password changing, and a command shell.



































15 Reviews




Downloads:
76,412 This Week



Last Update:
3 days ago
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WinDirStat: Windows Directory Statistics


A disk usage statistics viewer and cleanup tool for Windows







WinDirStat (Windows Directory Statistics) is a disk usage statistics viewer and cleanup tool for Windows. On start up, WinDirStat reads the whole directory tree once and then presents it in three useful views:
- The directory list, which resembles the tree view of the Windows Explorer but is sorted by file/subtree size,
- The treemap, which shows the whole contents of the directory tree straight away,
- The extension list, which serves as a legend and shows statistics about the file types.
Visit the WinDirStat blog for more up-to-date information about the program.
Note: If you are looking for an alternative to WinDirStat for Linux, then you are looking for KDirStat (apt-get install kdirstat on Debian-derivatives), and the alternative to WinDirStat for MacOS X is Disk Inventory X or GrandPerspective.



































163 Reviews




Downloads:
65,535 This Week



Last Update:
2024-02-01
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Rufus


Utility to create bootable USB flash drives







Rufus is a standalone app designed to format and create a bootable USB drive for a large variety of ISOs. The app is just over 1MB in size and is notably faster than similar competitor apps such as the Windows 7 USB utility, Universal USB Installer, and UNetbootin.
Rufus can come in handy when you need to simply format a USB drive, install an OS on a machine that lacks a CD/DVD-ROM drive, or when you need to boot an operating system temporarily without intentions of actually installing the media. This can be immensely useful while you're on the go or just need access to an OS for a temporary, isolated reason. The app can even be used to flash firmware to BIOS or other destinations by just using DOS.
Even though Rufus is a tiny utility in comparison to other USB creation tools that can be rather bulky in size, it contends easily with the competition and creates bootable USB drives in record time!
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Last Update:
2024-01-17
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Process Hacker


View and manage processes, services and more with this powerful tool.







Process Hacker is a free and open source process viewer. This multi-purpose tool will assist you with debugging, malware detection and system monitoring.
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Last Update:
2018-02-10
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WinMerge


Windows visual diff and merge for files and directories







WinMerge is a Windows tool for visual difference display and merging, for both files and directories. It is highly useful for determining what has changed between file versions, and then merging those changes. WinMerge has Unicode support, Flexible syntax coloring editor, Visual SourceSafe integration, and Windows Shell integration. Regexp filtering for filenames and lines. Side-by-side line difference and highlights differences inside lines. A file map shows the overall file differences in a location pane. The user interface is translated into several languages.
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Last Update:
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CrystalDiskMark


A simple disk benchmark software







A simple disk benchmark software.
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2024-02-25
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HWiNFO


Comprehensive Hardware Analysis, Monitoring and Reporting for Windows







Professional System Information and Diagnostics.
Comprehensive Hardware Analysis, Monitoring and Reporting for Windows and DOS.
HWiNFO is an all-in-one solution for hardware analysis and monitoring supporting a broad range of OSes (DOS, Microsoft Windows 95 - Windows 11, WinPE) and platforms (i8086 - Xeon Platinum).
Exhausting information about hardware components displayed in hierarchy unfolding into deep details. Useful for obtaining a detailed hardware inventory report or checking of various hardware-related parameters.
Real-time monitoring of a variety of system and hardware parameters covering CPUs, GPUs, mainboards, drives, peripherals, etc. Useful for detection of overheating, overload, performance loss or failure prediction.
Full hardware hierarchy, or quick summary overview. Export into XML, CSV, HTML reports. System monitoring in customizable tables, graphs, tray icons, OSD.
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NVM for Windows


A node.js version management utility for Windows written in Go







Manage multiple installations of node.js on a Windows computer. Similar (not identical) to nvm, but for Windows. This has always been a node version manager, not an io.js manager, so there is no back-support for io.js. However, node 4+ is supported. Remember when running nvm install or nvm use, you must have Windows administrative rights (to create symlinks). There are situations where the ability to switch between different versions of Node.js can be very useful. For example, if you want to test a module you're developing with the latest bleeding edge version without uninstalling the stable version of node, this utility can help. Please note that any global npm modules you may have installed are not shared between the various versions of node.js you have installed. Additionally, some npm modules may not be supported in the version of node you're using, so be aware of your environment as you work.







Downloads:
1,708 This Week



Last Update:
2023-11-23
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Xiaomi.eu Multilang MIUI ROMs


OFFICIAL mirror of MIUI Multilang ROM by https://xiaomi.eu/







Included languages:
English (en.miui.com, xiaomi.eu)
Chinese (miui.com)
Polish (Acid, miuipolska.pl)
Slovak (ingbrzy, https://miuios.cz)
Czech (VMach, https://miuios.cz)
Bulgarian (Global)
Hungarian (vagyula, miui.hu)
French (Global)
Swedish (Global)
Russian (Global)
Ukrainian (Global)
Belorussian (Global)
Croatian (Masva, MIUI Adria)
Vietnamese (Belmont-Gabriel)
Italian (miui.it)
Greek (Global)
Norwegian (Global)
Dutch (cueie, mannyribo, redmaner)
Spanish (nosijf982)
Turkish (suatsari)
Brazilian-Portuguese (Global, Feurrado, Lobianco)
Portuguese (KcNirvana, Lippe35)
Hebrew (Global)
Romanian (ashtefan)
German (muhamed89, cp82, dahool2016, and more)
Catalan (deivids84)
Korean (cjhyuky, bradly1, xiaomiqm)
Slovenian (bostjan2016)
Serbian (dudjaa)
Thai (Global)
Finnish (dogiex)
Arabic (Global)
Japanese (ScratchBuild)
Burmese (Global)
Danish (Global)



































88 Reviews




Downloads:
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Last Update:
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Clonezilla


A partition and disk imaging/cloning program







Clonezilla is a partition and disk imaging/cloning program similar to True Image®. It saves and restores only used blocks in hard drive. Two types of Clonezilla are available, Clonezilla live and Clonezilla SE (Server Edition).



































121 Reviews
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Last Update:
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XZ Utils






Library and command line tools for XZ and LZMA compressed files
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Last Update:
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crDroid Android


Highly customizable Android Platform







crDroid is a free Android based ROM, bringing a lot of features that are most advanced in terms of customization and stability!
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GParted


A partition editor to graphically manage disk partitions







GNOME Partition Editor for creating, reorganizing, and deleting disk partitions. It uses libparted from the parted project to detect and manipulate partition tables. Optional file system tools permit managing file systems not included in libparted.
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Last Update:
3 days ago
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S.M.A.R.T. Monitoring Tools


Disk Inspection and Monitoring







smartmontools contains utility programs (smartctl, smartd) to control/monitor storage systems using the Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology System (S.M.A.R.T.) built into most modern ATA and SCSI disks. It is derived from smartsuite.
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android-x86


A project to bring Android to the x86 platform







This is a project to port Android open source project to x86 platform, formerly known as "patch hosting for android x86 support". http://www.android-x86.org/
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Open Source System Software Guide

Open source system software is software that is released under a license where the source code is made freely available and anyone can view, modify and redistribute it. It has become increasingly popular over the last few years with companies in all industries using it to speed up development cycles and reduce costs. Open source system software allows users to customize their systems more easily, often without needing any special programming skills or knowledge.

The open source model of software development starts with the idea that all users can access the codebase and make any changes they wish to improve its functionality or features. This means developers can work together from around the world on making improvements, simplifying existing features, creating new capabilities, and fixing bugs—all for free. The benefit of having an open-source system is that everyone who uses it can contribute in some way towards improving its functioning.

Most types of open source operating systems further promote user collaboration through providing forums for discussion about specific aspects of the software and ways to help other users solve issues related to its use. These forums also allow people to learn from each other when developing custom solutions or when trying out new programs within a given framework. In addition, as open source software evolves over time so too do these communities which often form support networks amongst themselves allowing them increased ability troubleshoot issues faster due to shared experiences between members.

To sum up, many businesses now prefer using open-source system software due largely in part because of cost savings associated with not having purchase licenses for commercial versions as well as being able to quickly create customizations much more efficiently than would be possible with proprietary versions of similar softwares—all while still maintaining full control over their data at every step since they are not beholden to third party developers at any point throughout development.

Features Offered by Open Source System Software

	Stability: Open source system software is designed with stability in mind, as opposed to proprietary systems which are designed to maximize profits. This means that open source systems are more reliable and less prone to crashes or data loss.
	Flexibility: Open source systems allow users to customize them for their needs. This allows users to create custom solutions that work perfectly for their own unique needs without having to pay for a costly license or upgrade. Additionally, many open source systems provide an API (Application Programming Interface) which makes it easy for developers to add new features and functionality
	Security: Open source systems are often more secure than proprietary software because the code can be reviewed by anyone, meaning security vulnerabilities can be identified quickly and fixed before they become a problem. Additionally, open source projects tend to attract the best contributors who have expertise in cyber security and programming language security policies.
	Cost-Effectiveness: Open source system software is usually free of charge or available at a significantly reduced cost when compared with proprietary alternatives. This makes it ideal for small businesses that don’t have the budget for expensive software licenses or upgrades. Furthermore, since these types of software are typically well supported by user communities, it eliminates the need to hire an IT team just for support purposes.
	Scalability: Many open-source projects provide tools which make it easier for developers and administrators alike to scale up infrastructure when there is a surge in traffic or usage patterns that might otherwise put a strain on resources if left unchecked. This type of scalability helps ensure better performance in production environments where reliability is essential.


Different Types of Open Source System Software

	Operating Systems: These are the basic software platforms that allow computers to run applications and interact with hardware. Examples include Linux, BSD, Unix, and others.
	Web Servers: Software such as Apache or nginx allow websites to accept connection requests from web browsers so that users can access web content.
	Networking Software: This type of software allows different computers on a network to communicate with each other over specific protocols, allowing for file sharing and communication across networks. Examples include Samba, Cisco IOS, DHCP Server, etc.
	Database Management Systems: This category includes open source RDBMS (Relational Database Management Systems) like MySQL and PostgreSQL which are used to store data in a structured way for easy maintenance and retrieval.
	Programming Tools: These tools assist programmers by providing libraries of functions along with compilers which can be used to turn human-readable code into computer-readable code. Examples include GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) and Python interpreters/compilers.
	System Administration Software: Open source system administration software helps sysadmins manage systems by providing automation tools such as Puppet or Chef for configuring servers according to their needs. Other examples include Nagios for monitoring services and managing notifications about system performance or failures; Ansible for automated deployment & management; etc.


Advantages Provided by Open Source System Software

	Cost Savings: Open source system software is free to use, enabling organizations to save a considerable amount of money that would otherwise be spent on expensive proprietary software.
	Quality Assurance: With open source system software, there is no single vendor who controls the development process, meaning that more individuals can contribute to the design and implementation of the code. This increases the quality assurance for users since multiple people are reviewing and auditing any potential vulnerabilities or security risks associated with the program.
	Security Improvements: Open source system software is available for public review, which helps to ensure that any potential security flaws can be quickly identified and patched before they can cause damage. Additionally, open source programs often support stronger encryption than traditional closed-source applications do.
	Flexibility and Customization: Since open source system software is made available as source code, users have much greater freedom when it comes to making modifications or customizing their systems according to their specific needs. This allows organizations to tailor their programs in ways that may not have been previously possible with proprietary alternatives.
	Open Platform Support: Because open source system software is developed by an international community of coders and programmers rather than a single company, its applications tend to be compatible with multiple platforms. This makes it easier for developers who need cross-platform access or portability between different systems within their organization’s network structure.


Who Uses Open Source System Software?

	Business Users: Companies and organizations that require software solutions or systems can benefit from open source software because they do not have to pay license fees. They can also tailor the software to suit their specific needs.
	Home Users: Open source software is a great option for individuals who want a reliable system, but don’t want to pay for proprietary programs. Additionally, many open source applications are offered completely free of charge.
	Network administrators: Network administrators often use open source systems in order to easily configure and manage networks. This type of software allows them to customize their network with the highest degree of efficiency and security, without having to purchase expensive program licenses.
	Software Developers: Open source provides developers with access to plentiful code libraries which make it easier for them to create complex applications faster than if they had written code from scratch. Furthermore, many developers choose open source as it enables collaboration across teams and fosters innovation through creativity and variety of thought among its users.
	System Administrators: Open source operating systems provide an ideal solution for system administrators tasked with managing multiple servers at once; thanks in part due to its flexibility and scalability capabilities which allows admins more control over the environment they’re running.


How Much Does Open Source System Software Cost?

Open source system software is free to use in most cases. However, this does not mean there are no costs associated with the software. Depending on the specific open source system being used, you may need to purchase hardware to run it, such as servers or other computing equipment. You may also need additional personnel to maintain and configure the software, depending on its complexity. Additionally, some businesses opt for professional support services for their open source system software in order to ensure proper installation, configuration and upkeep of the product. These services are usually provided by third-party companies which can cost thousands of dollars each year depending on your needs and usage levels. Finally, hosting fees may be incurred if you choose to deploy your open source system online or over a cloud platform. Again these costs vary greatly based on usage but can range from just a few hundred dollars per year up into the thousands or millions depending on the size of your systems and requirements.

What Does Open Source System Software Integrate With?

Open source system software can integrate with a variety of different types of software. This includes operating systems, web browsers, office productivity suites such as Microsoft Office and LibreOffice, messaging applications such as Skype and WhatsApp, cloud storage solutions like Dropbox and Google Drive, security tools like antivirus programs and firewalls, development tools such as compilers and Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), database management systems, multimedia editing platforms like Adobe Premiere Pro and Audacity, graphic design tools such as Inkscape or GIMP, game engines for creating video games, scientific computing platforms for research-oriented workflows and more. In addition to these types of specific software applications that are available in the open source environment, some many specialized libraries or frameworks provide powerful functionality that developers can use to customize or extend existing software packages. These include popular web application frameworks like Ruby on Rails or Node.js.

What Are the Trends Relating to Open Source System Software?

	Increased Availability: Open source system software is widely available, with many developers contributing to its development. This makes it easier for businesses and individuals to access and use.
	Reduced Cost: Since the source code is available for free, businesses and individuals can save significant amounts of money in software license fees.
	Faster Development: With multiple developers collaborating on a project, the development process can be much faster than if the project was done by a single person or company.
	Improved Security: Open source software is generally more secure than proprietary software, since a large number of developers have access to the source code and can identify potential vulnerabilities before they become an issue.
	Increased Flexibility: Open source system software provides more flexibility than proprietary software, allowing users to tailor the system to their specific needs without being locked into any particular vendor’s solution.
	Easier Collaboration: Open source system software makes it easier for teams to collaborate on projects and develop solutions, since anyone with access to the source code can make changes and contribute ideas.


Getting Started With Open Source System Software

Getting started with using open source system software is easy and can be a great way to discover new tools that can benefit both your personal and professional life. The first step in this process is to understand what open source means. Open source software is available for anyone to use, modify, and share. This type of software utilizes the collaborative skill of many developers working together on a single project.

Once you understand the basics of open source system software, it’s time to begin exploring the various options available. Start by visiting an online repository such as SourceForge or GitHub, which host thousands of open-source projects from all over the world. These repositories list popular projects in various categories so you can easily find something that matches your interests or needs.

When you find an interesting project, download it for free and explore its features at your own pace. If you want help getting started there are usually tutorial documents or forums associated with each project where experienced developers are willing to offer advice and answer questions about specific issues related to their project or software in general.

After becoming familiar with a particular program or piece of software through exploration and experimentation, start customizing it based on your individual needs by editing configuration files located within the codebase; most major programs have steps listed somewhere that clearly explain how to do this task safely without breaking existing functions too much while making improvements where applicable. Furthermore make sure any changes you make are saved into version control systems such as Git or Subversion so they can later be reverted if needed (or shared with others).

Additionally subscribing to mailing lists associated with particular projects may be beneficial for staying current on any updates as well as access more detailed technical discussions not found elsewhere –– often times there will even be bug reporting systems set up by teams dedicated solely towards keeping their respective projects secure & running smoothly; these points should always be considered during customization processes so unexpected problems don’t arise down the line when using production versions.
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